www.thriveinchaos.net

Want a presenter that will WOW your group with fantastic information that they can relate to; or have your attendees
saying, “Hey, it’s like he’s talking about me”; or even simply entertain the audience and have them wishing for more …
Kyle Jetsel is your answer.
Kyle is not like your typical professional presenter. Like many with kids affected by autism, Kyle LIVES what he teaches
every day. Kyle understands it can be hard, it can be frustrating, it can seem never ending, but in his search to better
serve his children, he has discovered that HE – along with others who serve – have the opportunity to find joy and
happiness as they work. Kyle is an expert at teaching principle-based tricks and techniques that help those who serve
“find and soak in” the overabundance of joy that can be present when serving those with special needs. As the father of
6, with 2 sons affected by autism, Kyle has come to realize he has a choice. He chooses and teaches others to be
optimistic, to repel discouragement and to THRIVE in the CHAOS.
Kyle’s seminars are jam-packed with wacky and zany stories that will leave you audience laughing AS he teaches tips and
techniques he’s learned and developed that show people how to LOVE their lives while they serve – essentially… how to
THRIVE.
Kyle is originally from Dallas, Texas but now lives in Boise, Idaho with his wife and kids.

Take a listen:
The THRIVE IN CHAOS Introduction: LISTEN
What IS the “Thrive In Chaos” Seminar all about?: LISTEN
Who should attend?: LISTEN
3 Parts to the “Thrive In Chaos” Seminar: LISTEN
Making You Past an Asset, no matter what you’ve experienced: LISTEN
Thriving IN Chaos AS difficulties occur: LISTEN
Creating a Compelling Future for yourself AND those you serve: LISTEN
Close: LISTEN

For more information or to schedule an event, email Kyle today @ kjet@1in110.com
Join us on facebook @ Autism Laughter Therapy:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Autism-Laughter-Therapy/193553124023527

